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This paper investigates a deep reinforcement learning algorithm based on dueling deep recurrent Q-network (Dueling DRQN) for
dynamic multichannel access in heterogeneous wireless networks. Specifically, we consider the scenario that multiple
heterogeneous users with different MAC protocols share multiple independent channels. The goal of the intelligent node is to
learn a channel access strategy that achieves high throughput by making full use of the underutilized channels. Two key
challenges for the intelligent node are (i) there is no prior knowledge of spectrum environment or the other nodes’ behaviors;
(ii) the spectrum environment is partially observable, and the spectrum states have complex temporal dynamics. In order to
overcome the aforementioned challenges, we first embed the long short-term memory layer (LSTM) into the deep Q-network
(DQN) to aggregate historical observations and capture the underlying temporal feature in the heterogeneous networks. And
second, we employ the dueling architecture to overcome the observability problem of dynamic environment in neural
networks. Simulation results show that our approach can learn the optimal access policy in various heterogeneous networks
and outperforms the state-of-the-art policies.

1. Introduction

With the development of mobile communication [1], inter-
net of things (IoT) [2], and virtual reality (VR) [3], the global
mobile data traffic increases seven-fold between 2016 and
2021 with a compound annual growth rate of 46%, and it
will reach 160 exabytes per month in 2025. Efficient spec-
trum utilization is crucial for future wireless networks to
cater to the explosive growth of mobile data traffic. Dynamic
spectrum access (DSA) is believed to be one of the key tech-
nologies to improve spectrum efficiency in the limited fre-
quency bands [4]. However, most DSA technologies either
rely on the prior information of the network or cannot effec-
tively adapt to the real wireless network environment with
complex and dynamic features. Motivated by these consider-
ations, we propose a deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
framework for dynamic multichannel access in heteroge-
neous wireless networks.

At the first step, we consider the efficient spectrum utili-
zation in a multichannel heterogeneous wireless network.
On one hand, with the development of network technology
and the opening of unlicensed frequency bands, the next-
generation wireless networks will become more heteroge-
neous and complex due to the types of emerging radio access
networks (RANs) they integrate and the types of numerous
applications they support. On the other hand, in order to
further improve the capacity and performance of the wire-
less network, multiband aggregation will be a significant
trend in the next-generation network deployment. Based
on these premises, the first goal of this paper is to investigate
a clean-slate design in which the intelligent node shares the
spectrum with these nodes from different networks in a
dynamic way. There is no cooperation mechanism and
information exchange between the intelligent node and
other nodes. The intelligent node needs to learn the optimal
channel access policy by a chain of observations and actions
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without any prior knowledge about the system statistics (e.g.,
the MAC mechanisms of other nodes and the state transi-
tion probability of each channel).

Since the intelligent node can only obtain the state of
channels chosen by itself, the whole spectrum environment
is partially observable. The multichannel access problem is
a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP)
for the intelligent node. In theory, POMDP is polynomial-
space-hard (PSPACE-hard) [5], and the increase in the
dimension of states will result in double-exponential growth
in complexity. Hence, the traditional DRL method, e.g., the
deep Q-network (DQN), may be unable to find an optimal
access policy. Thus, in this paper, the long short-term mem-
ory [6], a powerful variant of the recurrent neural network
(RNN), is embedded into the DQN to capture the related
state information from the historical observations and learn
the dynamics of the spectrum environment. Further, consid-
ering the observability problem about the dynamic environ-
ment in DSA, we introduce the dueling architecture [7] in
our neural network, which can determine the best action
for each state in the large dynamic unknown environments.
We refer to our proposed DRL algorithm as Dueling DRQN.

The main contributions in this work can be summarized
as follows:

(i) We propose a DRL-based framework for dynamic
multichannel access in heterogeneous wireless net-
works. In contrast to traditional DSA technologies,
our scheme does not rely on any prior information
of the network and can intelligently select underuti-
lized channels by itself in each time slot

(ii) We introduce the LSTM into our neural network to
overcome the partially observation problem about
the spectrum environment. In addition, we add the
dueling architecture in our neural network to evalu-
ate comprehensive states and make the best decision

(iii) For the sake of avoiding Dueling DRQN falling into
the local optimum, we propose an adaptive ε-greedy
method to balance exploitation and exploration

(iv) Extensive simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed Dueling DRQN algorithm can achieve
higher throughput performance and lower collision
rate compared with the baseline algorithms. More-
over, our scheme performs good adaptiveness when
the spectrum environment dynamically changes
over time

1.1. Related Work. Over the past decade, a variety of
methods have been investigated for the DSA problem in
wireless networks [8–16]. They are divided into two main-
streams in general: model-dependent methods and model-
free methods. For model-dependent methods, it relies on
establishing the accurate system model, based on which an
effective access policy can be acquired. The myopic policy
[8] and whittle index policy [9] are two classic model-
dependent methods. When channels are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.), the myopic policy performs

well. But the myopic policy does not have any performance
guarantee when channels are correlated or follow different
distributions. The whittle index policy has similar problem.
According to [9], when all channels are independent and
the two-state Markov chain transition matrix is known, the
whittle index policy can be regarded as a close-form solu-
tion. When all channels are identical, the whittle index pol-
icy has the same performance as the myopic policy.
However, if there are some channels that cannot be mod-
elled in the form of two-state Markov transition matrices,
the performance of these two model-dependent methods
will deteriorate.

Instead, for model-free methods, the optimal policy is
acquired through interacting with the environment. The
reinforcement learning (RL), a typical representative of
model-free methods, is widely applied to investigate the
DSA problems [12–16]. The most popular algorithm is Q
-learning since it is easy to implement and has better perfor-
mance than traditional algorithms. However, Q-learning
needs to maintain a tabulation to store and update the Q
-value during the interaction with the environment. When
the state space or action space becomes larger, or the envi-
ronment is partially observable, the complexity of tabulating
the Q-values is fairly high, and the performance of Q
-learning becomes inefficient. Fortunately, by introducing
the deep neural network in RL, DRL can deal with these
problems with very large state and action spaces, which
has attracted more and more attention in recent years [17,
18].

Many existing works have adopted DRL to solve the
DSA problems. For example, authors in [19] examined the
correlated channels in DSA, which is a pioneer work using
the DRL for the channel access. In [20], a deep actor-critic
reinforcement learning based framework for dynamic multi-
channel access was proposed in both the single-user and
multiple-user scenarios. The simulation results showed that
the proposed framework had good performance in handling
a large number of channels. In addition, a methodology that
utilized DRL to implement a fair multichannel access strat-
egy in a distributed wireless network (DWN) was developed
in [21]. The authors removed the assumption that all nodes
in DWN are in the saturated mode, which is closer to the
practical scenarios. In [22–25], the authors concentrated
on the DRL-based DSA strategies in cognitive radio network
(CRN). However, all the network scenarios considered in
these works are homogeneous. Unlike [19–25], in this paper,
we pay more attention to the coexistence of nodes adopting
various MAC protocols in the shared multichannel hetero-
geneous network. The spectrum environment is more com-
plicated than these works. In addition, our scheme needs
to keep flexible and efficient spectrum access strategies so
that it can live in harmony with other nodes.

There are a few works that investigate the DSA problem
in heterogeneous networks, such as [26–29]. However, the
authors in [26, 27] only considered a single channel that is
shared by the intelligent node and other nodes. The intelli-
gent node only needs to decide whether transmit or not,
which greatly reduces the difficulty of the DSA problem.
Both [28, 29] investigated the joint user association and
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spectrum allocation issue in multichannel heterogeneous
networks and proposed the multiagent DRL schemes to
solve the computationally expensive optimization problem
with the large state and action space. However, they hold
an assumption that each user can obtain the global state
space about other users in the network and ignore the partial
observability about external environment. Actually, real-
world tasks often feature incomplete state information
caused by partial observability [30]. It is extremely difficult
to collect the global state information because of the large
communication overhead and processing cost. While in this
paper, our proposed scheme does not rely on the global state
information, and the intelligent node strives to achieve opti-
mal performance based on limited information about spec-
trum environment. Table 1 summarizes the differences of
our proposed scheme, comparing to some existing works
that previously reported.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the system model and formulates the DSA prob-
lem by POMDP. Section 3 proposes the Dueling DRQN
algorithm and explains it in detail. Simulation results and
performance analyses are presented in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. System Model and Problem Formulation

2.1. System Model. As shown in Figure 1, the system model
we consider in this paper is a time-slotted multichannel
(including N orthogonal channels) heterogeneous wireless
network where multiple radio networks coexist with each
other. Each radio network is independent of each other,
and the channels for different networks have been preallo-
cated by AP, which means that different radio networks do
not interfere with each other. We assume that all the nodes
are backlogged, i.e., they always have packets to transmit.
A node can transmit at the beginning of a time slot and must
finish transmission within that time slot. For the AP, it can
receive data from different radio networks on different chan-
nels in each time slot simultaneously. Thereafter, AP can
broadcast corresponding ACK information on different
channels to indicate whether the transmissions are success-
ful or not.

The entire network is heterogeneous because different
radio networks may adopt different time-slotted MAC pro-
tocols. Specifically, we assume that each node chooses one
of N orthogonal channels at each time slot to transmit its
data packets. The types of nodes and their transmission
manners are described below:

(i) Authorized Node. Occupies a fixed channel and
transmits all the time

(ii) TDMA Node. Occupies a fixed channel, but trans-
mits in X specific time slots within each frame of
Y time slots in a repetitive manner from frame to
frame

(iii) Hopping Node. Dynamically occupies several chan-
nels which change at each time slot following a fixed
regular pattern

(iv) q -ALOHA Node. Occupies a fixed channel and
transmits with a probability q in each time slot in
an i.i.d. manner

(v) Stochastic Node. Occupies a fixed channel based on
a probability distribution such as a two-state Mar-
kov chain

As depicted in Figure 2, numerous nodes belonging to
different radio networks and their own transmission man-
ners jointly lead to a complex and dynamic spectrum envi-
ronment. Meanwhile, we can find there still exist many
idle spectrums that are not fully utilized due to the fixed
channel preallocation method. An intuitive motivation of
this paper is how to improve the spectral efficiency of the
network on the premise of overcoming the complex and
dynamic external spectrum environment. Specifically, the
DRL node is an intelligent node that implements our pro-
posed Dueling DRQN algorithm. The DRL node needs to
adopt an appropriate access strategy to make use of the idle
spectrum and avoid collisions with other nodes.

However, there are two key challenges for the DRL node.
First, the prior system information, such as the MAC mech-
anism of different nodes and the channel state information,
is not known by the DRL node. Second, the DRL node can
only obtain the state of the selected channel through the
ACK signal from the AP. In other words, the whole chan-
nels’ states are partially observable from the perspective of
the DRL node. The above challenges make these classical
approaches for DSA ineffective and even difficult to imple-
ment. Thus, a new online learning method is needed.

2.2. Problem Formulation. Because the prior system statistics
are unknown and the full channel state information is par-
tially observable by the DRL node, we use the POMDP to
model the dynamic multichannel access process, which is
described by the action, state, reward, and state transition
function.

2.2.1. Action. The action of the DRL node is to select which
channel to access in each time slot, and all possible actions
constitute the action space A , at ∈A . The action is denoted
as at at time slot t, at = fa1,t , a2,t ,⋯,aN ,tg, where

ai,t =
1, if theDRL node chooses channel i to access,
0, other:

(

ð1Þ

2.2.2. State. Due to the different transmission strategies of
these existing nodes, the channel states will change at each
time slot. We define the full channel states at time slot t as
Ωt , which is

Ωt = ω1,t , ω2,t⋯,ωi,t ,⋯,ωN ,t
È É

, 1 ≤ i ≤N , ð2Þ

where ωi,t is the binary representation of the state of channel
i: occupied (1) or idle (-1). After taking action at , the DRL
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node gets an observation ot = fo1,t , o2,t⋯,oi,t ,⋯,oN ,tg. If the
DRL node chooses channel i to access,

oi,t =
1, transmission is successful
−1, transmission is collided

(
ð3Þ

for j ≠ i, oj,t = 0, which represents the state of channel j is
unknown by the DRL node. The state of the DRL node at
time slot t + 1 is defined as the past l -length action-
observation pairs up to the time slot t, i.e.,

st+1 = at−l+1, ot−l+1, at−l+2, ot−l+2,⋯at , otð Þ: ð4Þ

2.2.3. Reward. After performing the action at , the transition
from state st to st+1 generates a reward rt+1. The immediate
reward rt+1 is based on the successful transmission or con-
flicting transmission. Specifically, the reward rt+1 is defined
as

rt+1 =
1, if oi,t = 1,
0, otherwise:

(
ð5Þ

Note that the object of our proposed scheme is to
improve the spectrum utilization of the network while
avoiding collisions. However, the spectrum efficiency is
related to the number of successful transmissions directly.

Table 1: Differences between the proposed scheme and existing works in DSA problem.

Network scenarios
Model-dependent or model-

free
Multichannel

access
Partial

observability
Time-varying
environment

[8–11]
Homogeneous

networks
Model-dependent Yes No No

[12–16]
Homogeneous

networks
Model-free Yes No No

[19]
Homogeneous

networks
Model-free Yes Yes No

[20]
Homogeneous

networks
Model-free Yes Yes Yes

[21]
Heterogeneous

networks
Model-free No Yes No

[22, 23,
25]

Homogeneous
networks

Model-free Yes No No

[24]
Homogeneous

networks
Model-free Yes Yes No

[26–27]
Heterogeneous

networks
Model-free No No No

[28–29]
Heterogeneous

networks
Model-free Yes No No

Ours
Heterogeneous

networks
Model-free Yes Yes Yes

DRL node

Authorized
node 

Authorized
node 

Authorized
node 

Network 1

Network 3

Network 5

Network 4

 

 

Hopping
node 

Hopping
node 

Hopping
node 

Network 2

AP

TDMA
node TDMA

node 
TDMA
node 

q-ALOHA
node 

q-ALOHA
node 

q-ALOHA
node 

Stochastic
node 

Stochastic
node 

Stochastic
node 

Figure 1: The architecture of heterogeneous wireless networks.
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Thus, we pay more attention to the successful transmission
in the following sections of this paper. In addition, the trans-
mission is failed if the collision occurs.

2.2.4. State Transition Function. At time slot t, the state tran-
sition function is denoted as ψt , and ψt is the probability that
the DRL node executes action at at the state st and moves to
the next state st+1. As interaction times increase, ψt will
gradually converge to the optimal ψ∗

t by maximizing the
long-term accumulated discounted reward, i.e.,

ψ∗
t ⟵max 〠

∞

t=0
γtrt+1, ð6Þ

where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is a discounted factor indicating the impor-
tant degree of future reward to the current reward.

3. The Proposed Dueling DRQN

The framework of Dueling DRQN includes experience
replay, deep neural networks, and reinforcement learning,
which is shown in Figure 3.

3.1. Experience Replay. During the learning process, the
experience-replay pool D [31] stores the current state,
action, reward, and the next state as a tuple ðst , at , rt+1, st+1
Þ, which is referred to as experience Et at time slot t. The
experience-replay pool D accumulates the history experi-
ences for many time slots. When training the Q-network,
the network is trained by a minibatches ME of experiences
that are sampled from D randomly, rather than only using
current experience. Experience replay can increase data effi-
ciency through the reuse of experience samples. More
importantly, it reduces the correlation among the training
data by randomly sampling data in experience-replay pool.

3.2. Deep Neural Networks. The mapping from states to
actions follows the policy π, i.e., at ∼ πðstÞ. The performance
of policy π is evaluated by the state-action value function

Qπðs, aÞ, which is denoted as the expected accumulated dis-
count reward for executing action a at the state s following
the policy π, i.e.,

Rt = 〠
∞

t=0
γtrt+1,

Qπ s, að Þ = E Rt st = s, at = a, πj½ �:
ð7Þ

Moreover, deep neural networks are used to fit the state-
action value function by Qπðs, a ; θÞ, rather than computing
and storing the true Qπðs, aÞ in Q-table, i.e., Qπðs, a ; θÞ ≈
Qπðs, aÞ. The parameter θ is the set of weights in the deep
neural networks. The estimation network and the target net-
work have the same network structure but different
hyperparameters.

Generally, deep neural networks have the strong nonlin-
ear mapping and fitting ability. The reason is that the net-
works contain multiple hidden layers. However, for
traditional deep neural networks (e.g., FNN), the output of
each hidden layer depends only on the current input. In
order to accommodate the partial observation, we should
make full utilization of historical observations and infer the
true channel state based on the historical experiences. There-
fore, we improve the deep neural networks in our proposed
algorithm by adding an LSTM layer and the dueling archi-
tecture. Figure 4 shows the detailed structure of deep neural
networks in our proposed algorithm.

3.2.1. Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM). LSTM is a
variant of the recurrent neural network, which overcomes
the gradient exploding problem or the gradient vanishing
problem in RNNs by introducing a gating mechanism. The
LSTM layer maintains an intermediate state and aggregates
observations over time, which is capable of capturing the
information about historical observations. Therefore, we
add an LSTM layer to estimate the true channel states and
learn the dynamic pattern of the networks.

In LSTM, the intermediate state Ct at time slot t is used
to retain historical information about channel states from
initial time slot to time slot t. For each time slot t, Ct is deter-
mined by both the forget gate Ft and input gate It . First, the
forget gate determines how much information stored in Ct−1
needs to be forgotten, which is given by

Ft = σ Wf ⋅ ht−1, xt½ � + bf
À Á

, ð8Þ

where σ = 1/ð1 + e−xÞ is the logistic function [32]. xt is the cur-
rent input matrix. ht−1 is the hidden state at time slot t − 1,
which can be regarded as the short-term memory. Wf is the
weight matrices of Ft . bf is the bias term of Ft . Second, the
input gate It controls how much information stored in the
candidate state ~Ct should be retained to update Ct . We calcu-
late the input gate values It and the candidate state ~Ct as

It = σ Wi ⋅ ht−1, xt½ � + bið Þ, ð9Þ

~Ct = tanh Wc ⋅ ht−1, xt½ � + bcð Þ, ð10Þ

Time slot

Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 3

Channel N

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Idle spectrum

Channel ID

Channel 4

Channel 5

Channel 6

...

...

...

Authorized node

Hopping nodeTDMA node

...

...

...

Stochastic node

...

Channel 7

q-ALOHA node

Figure 2: Complex and dynamic spectrum environment.
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whereWi andWc are the weight matrices of It and ~Ct , respec-
tively. bi and bc are the bias terms of It and ~Ct , respectively.
tanh = ðex − e−xÞ/ðex + e−xÞ denotes the hyperbolic tangent
function [33]. Given the values of Ft and It , the intermediate
state Ct can be updated as

Ct = Ft ⊙ Ct−1 + It ⊙ ~Ct , ð11Þ

where the symbol ⊙ is the element multiplication.
The output gate Ot is used to control the amount of the

information in Ct exported to the hidden state ht at time slot
t. Ot and ht can be obtained as

Ot = σ Wo ht−1, xt½ � + boð Þ, ð12Þ

ht =Ot ⊙ tanh Ctð Þ, ð13Þ

where Wo is the weight of Ot , and bo is the bias of Ot .
In the LSTM model, Ct can capture the key information

from xt at each time slot and save it for a certain time inter-
val. Based on Ct , the DRL node can predict the true channel
state well. Finally, we can get the output of the LSTM as

yt =Wy ⋅ Ct + by, ð14Þ

whereWy and by are the output weights and the output bias,
respectively.

3.2.2. Dueling Architecture. Factually, there is an observabil-
ity problem about dynamic environment in the neural net-
work. The state may be good or bad regardless of the taken
action when there are multiple idle channels. Therefore, it
is desirable to estimate the state-action value function Qðst
, at ; θÞ by the value of state (i.e., Vðst ; θÞ) and the advantage
of each action (i.e., Aðst , at ; θÞ) [7], which can be expressed
as

Q st , at ; θð Þ =V st ; θð Þ + A st , at ; θð Þ, ð15Þ

where Vðst ; θÞ estimates the expected value of state with
respect to the taken action, and Aðst , at ; θÞ denotes the
advantage of each action minus the average value of the state
with respect to the taken actions, i.e., Aðst , at ; θÞ − ð1/jA jÞ
∑a′∈AAðst , a′ ; θÞ. Copying the output streams from the fully
connected layer and leading them to the value layer (V layer)
and the advantage layer (A layer), we will get the expected
value of the state by V layer and the comparative advantage
of each action by A layer, which can evaluate the state-action
value function more precisely and reduce redundant opera-
tions in action sampling.

Experience
replay

st

Experience
pool

st + 1

Deep neural
networks 

Estimation
network

Target
network

Reinforcement
learning

Estimation state-action
value function

Q (st , at)

Q-learning
Q (st , at) Q (st , at) +
𝛼[rt+1 + 𝛾 max Q (st+1 , at+1) – Q (st , at)]

at+1

Target state-action
value function

rt+1 + 𝛾 max Q (st+1 , at+1) – Q (st , at)at+1

Figure 3: The framework of Dueling DRQN.

Input LSTM

 
forget

 gate
input
 gate
Input
gate 

output
 gate

Output
gate 

Fully
connected Dueling Output

V

A

Forget
gate

Figure 4: The structure of deep neural networks for Dueling DRQN algorithm.
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Through the LSTM and dueling architecture, the estima-
tion network approximates the estimation state-action value
function eval Q =Qπðst , at ; θÞ with a set of weights θ, and
the target network approximates a target state-action value
functiontarget Q = rt+1 + γ max

at+1∈A
Qπðst+1, at+1 ; θ−Þ with a set

of weights θ−. The loss function of Dueling DRQN is given
as

L θð Þ = Est ,at ,rt ,st+1 target Q‐eval Qð Þ2Â Ã
: ð16Þ

The parameter of the estimation network θ is updated at
every time slot t by

θ⟵ θ + α target Q‐eval Q½ �∇θeval Q, ð17Þ

where α ∈ ð0, 1� is the learning rate. ∇θ denotes the gradient
of θ. Finally, the parameter of the target network θ− is
updated to the parameter of the estimation network θ every
K training times.

3.3. Q-Learning. Through the deep neural networks men-
tioned above, the output layer generates the state-action
value functions corresponding to different actions, i.e., Qπð
st ,∀at ∈A ; ;θÞ. For the sake of avoiding the DRL node falling
into local optimal solution, it is necessary to trade off the
exploitation (using the best known action) and the explora-
tion (learning new, possibly better actions). The ε − greedy
policy is often used to keep this balance, which is described
as

at =
arg max

~a∈A
Qπ st , ~að Þ, with probability 1‐ε,

random action, with probability ε,

8<
: ð18Þ

where the DRL node selects an exploitation action with
probability 1 − ε and selects an exploration action with prob-
ability ε.

The exploration probability is a key hyperparameter that
directly affects the DRL node’s decision. If ε is a small value,
the DRL node becomes conservative, and it prefers to select
the best known action based on the state-action value func-
tion. On the contrary, if ε is a large value, the DRL node
becomes aggressive, and it prefers to select the new and
unknown action. In the initial stage of algorithm implemen-
tation, due to the large state and action space, the DRL node
should explore different possible states and actions fre-
quently to enrich its knowledge about the environment.
However, with the increasing number of iterations, the
exploitation probability should increase accordingly so that
the DRL node can make the best decision. Therefore, we
design an adaptive ε − greedy policy, which is expressed as

ε = εmin + εmax − εminð Þe−ςt , ð19Þ

where εmax and εmin are the maximal value and the minimal
value of ε, respectively. ς is the decay factor.

After acquiring the action at by the adaptive ε − greedy
policy, the DRL node obtains the corresponding reward

rt+1 and the new state st+1 from the environment. The Q
-learning will update Qπðst , at ; θÞ following Bellman equa-
tion

Qπ st , at ; θð Þ⟵Qπ st , at ; θð Þ
+ α rt+1 + γ max

at+1∈A
Qπ st+1, at+1 ; θ−ð Þ −Qπ st , at ; θð Þ

� �
:

ð20Þ

With the training times increase, the state-action value
function gradually converges to the optimal, and the policy
π approaches the best policy π∗ by maximizing the long-
term accumulated discounted reward

π∗ ⟵max 〠
t

τ=τ0
Qπ∗

sτ, aτ ; θð Þ: ð21Þ

3.4. Dueling DRQN Training. The pseudocode of Dueling
DRQN is given in Algorithm 1. To be specific, the training
process is given as follows. Step 1: input the current state st
into the estimation network and obtain the state-action
value function for different actions. Step 2: choose an action
at according to the adaptive ε − greedy policy. Step 3: adopt
this action to obtain observation ot and the reward rt+1. Step
4: generate the next state st+1 and store the experience tuple
ðst , at , rt+1, st+1Þ into experience pool D. Step 5: compute the
target Q and train the estimation network. The hyperpara-
meters of the estimation network are updated in real time.
Step 6: update the hyperparameters of the target network
every K time slots.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, we investigate and analyze the performance
of the proposed Dueling DRQN algorithm through simula-
tions with Tersorflow1.19.0 on Python3.7 platform. We first
describe the simulation settings, which are summarized in
Table 2. After that, we investigate the coexistence of our pro-
posed access scheme with other protocols mentioned above.

4.1. Simulation Setting

(1) Hyperparameter Settings. As shown in Figure 4, the
number of neurons in LSTM layer and the fully con-
nected layer are 128. The activation functions used
for the neurons are ReLU functions [34], and the
Adam algorithm [35] is used to conduct a stochastic
gradient descent for the update of θ. The state his-
tory length l is 16. And the learning rate α of the
DRL node is set to 0.001. The experience-replay pool
size is set to1000, and the experience-replay pool is
updated in a first-input-first-output manner: the old-
est experience will be replaced by the new experience
in it. The minibatch size ME is set to 64. More
detailed parameter settings are listed in Table 2

(2) Performance Metric. The main performance metric
we consider in the paper is “throughput,” which is
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defined as the probability of successful transmission
for each episode, i.e., Tτ =∑t

τ=t−L+1rτ/L,where L is
the number of time slots in one episode

(3) Baselines. To evaluate our proposed access policy, we
consider the following baselines in this paper

(i) DQN Access Policy. The node accesses one
channel in each time slot using the standard
DQN [19]

(ii) Whittle Index Policy. The multichannel access
strategy proposed in [9]

(iii) Random Access Policy. The node randomly
accesses one channel in each time slot

(iv) Optimal Access Policy. The node is the model-
aware node, and it has all the prior knowledge
about the heterogeneous networks and the
MAC mechanisms of the coexisting nodes, so
it can access the channels using the optimal
scheme

4.2. Simple Heterogeneous Network Scenarios. In this section,
we investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm in
four different simple heterogeneous network scenarios. Spe-
cifically, we set the number of channels is four, i.e., N = 4.
Every scenario includes one authorized node and three other
nodes which operate the same MAC protocol (there are only
two hopping nodes in case II, and the details will be
described in the following). The descriptions of four scenar-
ios and related settings are summarized as follows:

(1) Case I. Coexistence with authorized node and
TDMA node: in this case, we consider the coexis-
tence of the DRL node with other protocol-based
nodes including one authorized node and three
TDMA nodes. The authorized node occupies chan-
nel 1 and transmits at all times. Three TDMA nodes
occupy the rest three channels, respectively. The
TDMA frame Y is set to 10, and the transmission
slots X assigned to each TDMA node are slot 8, 5,
and 2. It is noted that each TDMA node occupies

Initialize s0,α,γ,εmax,εmin,ς,K ,l,N .
Initialize experience pool D and mini-batches ME.
Initialize the parameter of the estimation network as θ.
Initialize the parameter of the target network θ− = θ.
1: For episode i = 0, 1,⋯, Ido
2: For time-slot t = 0, 1,⋯, Tdo
3: Input st into the estimation network and output the fQπðst , a ; θÞja ∈Ag;
4: Select the action at using the adaptive ε − greedypolicy algorithm

And update ε according to the equation (19);
5: Execute action at and generate the observation ot and rt+1;
6: Compute st+1 from st ,at ;
7: Storeðst , at , rt+1, st+1Þ into the experience-replay pool D.
8: Ift ≥MEthen
9: Randomly generate an index subset Θ;
10: Sample MEfðsj, aj, rj+1, sj+1Þgj∈Θ from D;

11: For each sample ðsj, aj, r j+1, sj+1Þ in MEdo
12: Compute the target Q = r j+1 + γ max

aj+1∈A
Qπðsj+1, aj+1 ; θ−Þ and obtain aj+1.

13: End for
14: Calculate the loss function according to the equation (16) and update θ according to the equation (17);
15: Minimize the loss function with learning rate α.
17: End if
18: Every K time slots: Update θ− by setting θ− = θ.
19: End for
20: End for

Algorithm 1: Training process of Dueling DRQN.

Table 2: Parameter settings.

Parameter Values

Episodes 20

The number of time slots in one episode 5500

State history length (l) 16

Experience-replay pool size 1000

Experience-replay minibatch size 64

Discount factor γ 0.9

Learning rate α 0.001

The maximal exploration probability εmax 0.8

The minimal exploration probability εmin 0.001

The decay factor ς 0.001

Target network update frequency K 100
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the according channel for consecutive X time slots
and idle for the rest Y − X time slots in a frame

(2) Case II. Coexistence with authorized node and hop-
ping nodes: in this case, the DRL node coexists with
one authorized node and two hopping nodes. The
authorized node occupies channel 1 and transmits
at all times. Two hopping nodes occupy the rest
three channels, and the dynamic transmission pat-
tern of the hopping nodes is C2C3⟶ C3C4⟶ C
4C2⟶ C2C3

(3) Case III. Coexistence with authorized node and q-
ALOHA nodes: in this case, the DRL node coexists
with one authorized node and three q-ALOHA
nodes. The authorized node occupies channel one
and transmits at all times. Three q-ALOHA nodes
occupy the rest three channels, and the transmission
probability of each q-ALOHA node in different
channels is [0.6, 0.9, 0.3]

(4) Case IV. Coexistence with authorized node and two-
state Markov nodes: in this case, the DRL node coex-
ists with one authorized node and three two-state
Markov nodes. The authorized node occupies chan-
nel 1 and transmits at all times. The three two-state
Markov nodes occupy the rest channels, and the
transmission transition probability of these nodes
on the n-th channel follows a two-state Markov
chain

P n =
pn00 pn01

pn10 pn11

 !
, ð22Þ

where pij = Prðstate jjstateiÞ, and Prð·Þ denotes the transition
probability. statei represents the channel state of last time
slot, and state j represents the channel state of current time
slot.

Figure 5(a) shows the experiment result of the coexis-
tence with authorized node and TDMA nodes. As we can
see, both the Dueling DRQN and DQN can quickly learn
the variation characteristics of channel state and capture
the idle channel without the transmission schedule of the
TDMA nodes. Compared to the whittle index policy and
random access policy, the throughput growths of the Duel-
ing DRQN are more than 30% and 40%, respectively. In
the whittle index policy, the node estimates the state transi-
tion probability matrices of all channels and selects one
channel to access. However, because the frame length and
the transmission time slots of the TDMA nodes are station-
ary, the state transition model of the TDMA channel cannot
be captured by the two-state Markov transition model in the
whittle index policy. This is why although the whittle index
policy has the better performance than the random access
policy, it is unable to make full utilization of the idle chan-
nels in this scenario. In addition, since all time slots are
aligned and the transmission schedule of the TDMA nodes
is fixed, we can calculate that the highest throughput

achieved by the optimal access policy is 1 −min ð2/10, 5/10
, 8/10Þ = 0:8 in each episode.

Figure 5(b) presents the result of the coexistence with
authorized node and hopping nodes. Even though the Duel-
ing DRQN and the DQN achieve the approximate through-
put, the Dueling DRQN has a faster convergence speed and
smaller variance than the DQN during the convergence
stage. For one thing, the idle slots are sparsely distributed
in an episode, and there is only one idle channel in each time
slot. In addition, the channel with idle slot switches accord-
ing to the round-robin scheduling [14], which increases the
difficulty of learning and convergence of DQN. For another
thing, the Dueling DRQN can aggregate and make full utili-
zation of historical data to predict the idle channel in the
next time slot. Therefore, it is more efficient than the
DQN. The Dueling DRQN outperforms the whittle index
policy and the random access policy with the throughput
improvement of 60% and 65%, respectively. In this scenario,
the whittle index policy also performs poorly since the state
transition process of all channels does not follow a two-state
Markov transition model. Besides, the sparsity of under-
utilized channels further degrades the whittle index policy.
Since there is always an idle channel in each time slot, so
the optimal throughput in theory is one.

Figure 5(c) gives the result of the coexistence with autho-
rized node and q-ALOHA nodes, and Figure 5(d) gives the
result of the coexistence with authorized node and two-
Markov nodes. Compared with case I and case II, the spec-
trum states in case III and case IV are more stochastic. In
addition, the channel states have the temporal correlation
in case IV. As we can see, the Dueling DRQN can reach con-
vergence during 4~ 5 episodes, but the DQN reaches the
convergence during 8~ 10 episodes. The reason is that the
LSTM layer not only has the memory ability but also has
the ability to infer the temporal correlation of channel states.
However, the neural networks in standard DQN are fully
connected layers that do not have the ability to memorize
and ratiocinate. Therefore, the learning process of the Duel-
ing DRQN is quicker than the DQN. In addition, compared
to the whittle index policy and the random access policy, the
throughput improvement of the Dueling DRQN is more
than 30% and 45% in case III, respectively. However, in case
IV, the two-state Markov transition model in the whittle
index can capture the behavior of the two-Markov nodes
absolutely. Thus, it can make full utilization of the underuti-
lized channels and achieve the near-optimal performance. It
is worth noting that the Dueling DRQN can also obtain a
performance similar to the whittle index policy after a period
of learning. However, the whittle index policy relies heavily
on the prior system information, while our scheme is
model-free. Due to the stochastics of channel states, there
may not be any available channel in one time slot. Thus,
we count the idle channels in all time slots and get the opti-
mal throughputs in case III and case IV are 0.9 and 0.93,
respectively.

4.3. Complex Heterogeneous Network Scenarios. For further
analysis, we study the performance of our scheme in two
more complicated heterogeneous network scenarios.
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Compared with the simple network scenarios, the complex
network scenarios contain multiple heterogeneous terminals
from different networks, and these terminals coexist each
other with different MAC protocols. The network scale
becomes lager, and the spectrum states are more complex.
The two scenarios are described as follows.

(1) Complex Scenario I. The number of channels is set to
16, i.e., N = 16. The heterogeneous wireless networks
include two authorized nodes, two TDMA nodes,
three hopping nodes, and eight q-ALOHA nodes.
Two authorized nodes occupy channel 1 and chan-
nel 16, respectively. They transmit packets all the
time. Two TDMA nodes occupy channel 6 and
channel 15, respectively. One TDMA node transmits
15 time slots within a frame of 16 time slots, and the
other node transmits 14 time slots within a frame of
16 time slots. Three hopping nodes dynamically
occupy channels 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the patterns: C

2C3C4⟶C3C4C5⟶C4C5C2⟶C5C2C3⟶
C2C3C4. Eight q-ALOHA nodes occupy the rest
channels 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14; and the trans-
mission probability of each q-ALOHA node in dif-
ferent channels is [0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9]

(2) Complex Scenario II. The number of channels is set
to 16, i.e., N = 16. The network environment is the
same as the complex scenario I basically. The only
difference is the two-Markov nodes replace the q-
ALOHA nodes and occupy the channels 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, and 14. The transmission transition prob-
ability of these nodes on the n-th channel follows a
two-state Markov chain

The experimental results are shown in Figure 6. We can
see that both Dueling DRQN and DQN can converge after
certain episodes. However, the expanding in the size of
observation space and action space increases the difficulty
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Figure 5: The throughput of the DRL node using different spectrum access policies in different cases. (a) Case I. (b) Case II. (c) Case III. (d)
Case IV.
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of learning. The DQN needs to spend more episodes to
explore different possible actions and learn the variation
characteristics of the spectrum environment, but Dueling
DRQN can still learn the spectrum characteristics quickly
and obtain a better throughput than DQN. In addition, by
comparing the performance of Dueling DRQN and DQN
in both simple scenarios and complex scenarios, we can find
that DQN obtains a better performance in the simple sce-
nario but fails in the complex scenario. Unlike the DQN,
the Dueling DRQN can keep robust in different scenarios
due to the ability to infer and predict the complex temporal
correlation of spectrum states. Moreover, we count the chan-
nel access frequency of different access strategies during the
whole simulation process in two scenarios, and the results
are shown in Figure 7. Since the relevance of the channel
state is hidden deeply and changes over time, the strategy
of DQN is ambiguous. It is very difficult for the DRL node
to make an effective decision, especially in a partially
observed environment. However, for the Dueling DRQN,
by capturing the related information from historical obser-
vations and inferring the relevance of channel states, it
focuses to access some channels (channel 7 and 8) as many
as possible because these two channels have more idle time
slots to share with the DRL node than other channels. Thus,
the strategy of Dueling DRQN is explicit. In other words, the
DQN looks more aggressive but the Dueling DRQN looks
more comprehensive. The access strategy range of the whit-
tle index policy is mainly between channel 7 and channel 14
both in two scenarios. However, it performs worse in the
scenario I than in the scenario II because these channels in
the scenario I do not follow the two-state Markov transition
models.

4.4. Time-Varying Network Scenarios. In previous evalua-
tions, the network parameters are fixed in a particular sce-
nario. In this section, we further study the adaptability of
the Dueling DRQN policy in a time-varying environment,
in which the number of channels and the transmission
schedule of nodes will be changed. As shown in Figure 8,

we first consider that the number of channels is six, i.e., N
= 6. The network includes two authorized nodes and four
TDMA nodes. Two authorized nodes occupy channel 1
and channel 2, respectively. They transmit packets all the
time. Four TDMA nodes occupy the rest channels and trans-
mit X = 10, 12, 13, 14 time slots within a frame of Y = 16
time slots. In the second state, the transmission schedule of
these TDMA nodes will change. Specifically, the order of
time slots used by the TDMA nodes in a frame is changed.
The detailed changes for the transmission schedule of
TDMA nodes are displayed in Table 3. In the third state,
the number of channels is increased to eight. Two TDMA
nodes depart the network (originally occupy channel 5 and
channel 6) and three hopping nodes join the network. Three
hopping nodes dynamically occupy channels 5, 6, 7, and 8
with the patterns: C5C6C7⟶C6C7C8⟶C7C8C5⟶
C8C5C6⟶C5C6C7. In the fourth state, the number of
channels is increased to 12. Four q-ALOHA nodes join the
network, which occupy the new channels in the network,
and the transmission probability of each q-ALOHA node
on the new channels is [0.4, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9]. In the fifth state,
the number of channels is increased to 16. Four two-
Markov nodes join the network and occupy the new chan-
nels in the network. The transmission transition probability
of these nodes on the new channel follows a two-Markov
chain. It is noted that the performance metric is reset when
the environment changes. We can see that the Dueling
DRQN can autonomously adjust to these changes in the
environment and relearn the optimal access policy during
4~ 6 episodes. It also demonstrates that the proposed
scheme can follow the change in the transmission schedule
of nodes without the prior knowledge of the MACs of other
nodes. In addition, the optimal throughputs that the DRL
node can achieve in different subenvironments are different,
and the gap between the proposed algorithm and the opti-
mal access scheme is getting larger as the network environ-
ment changes. The reason is that the increasing in the
number of nodes and channels will lead to an exponential
increase in the space of state. The expansion of state space
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Figure 6: The throughput of the DRL node using different spectrum access policies. (a) Complex scenario I. (b) Complex scenario II.
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will greatly increase the complexity of learning the optimal
access strategies. In addition, the temporal feature of spec-
trum states will be more difficult to learn and capture by
the agent as the network environment changes. Last but
not least, the collision between the DRL node and other het-

erogeneous nodes may surge with the increase of the num-
ber of nodes and channels, which means the transmission
failure of the DRL node. Statistically, the optimal through-
puts for different subenvironments are 0.375, 0.5625, 1, 1,
and 1, respectively.
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Figure 7: The statistics for channel access frequency of DRL node in different complex heterogeneous scenarios. (a) Complex scenario I. (b)
Complex scenario II.
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Figure 8: The throughput of the DRL node using Dueling DRQN access policy in the time-varying environment.

Table 3: Changes in transmission schedule of TDMA nodes.

TDMA node 1 Use 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15 slots in a frame

TDMA node 2 Use 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15 slots in a frame

TDMA node 3 Use 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 slots in a frame

TDMA node 4 Use 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 slots in a frame
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4.5. Computational Complexity Analysis. In the last section,
we give the specific computational complexity analysis of
the proposed Dueling DRQN algorithm. The complexity of
LSTM is closely related with the “cell” which is the basic
computing component of LSTM. According to [36], the
complexity of an LSTM at each time step can be written as
C = 4 × nc

2 + 4 × ni × nc + nc × ni+1 + 3 × nc, where nc is the
number of memory cells, i.e., the number of memory blocks.
ni is the number of neural units in the last layer, and ni+1 is
the number of neural units in the following layer. The rest of
the neural networks in Figure 4 is fully connected, and the
computational complexity of these neural networks can be
represented by the number of multiplications in them. The
number of multiplications through the Dueling DRQN with
M layers (except LSTM layer) is D =U ⋅m1 +∑M−2

j=1 mj ⋅
mj+1 + L ⋅mM−1, where U is the size of the input layer, mj

is the number of neural units in the j-th layer, and L is the
size of the output layer. Thus, the complexity of our pro-
posed Dueling DRQN is given by OðC +DÞ at each time
step.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the problem of the dynamic
multichannel access in heterogeneous wireless networks
and proposed a DRL framework based on the combination
of DQN, LSTM, and Dueling architecture, namely, Dueling
DRQN. In the Dueling DRQN framework, the DQN is used
to explore the idle spectrum resources, the LSTM is
employed to make full use of historical observations and
infer the temporal features of the heterogeneous networks,
and the Dueling architecture is introduced to overcome the
observability problem about dynamic environment in neural
networks. We examined our scheme in various heteroge-
neous scenarios and compared it with other baseline channel
access schemes such as the DQN access policy, the whittle
index policy, and the random access policy. Simulation
results showed that the Dueling DRQN can achieve a better
throughput improvement than these baseline schemes and
keep robust in complex heterogeneous network scenarios.
Besides, through simulating our Dueling DRQN in the
time-varying scenario, we found that our proposed scheme
can also adapt well to the time-varying environment without
any artificial adjustment or prior knowledge about the envi-
ronment. For the future work, we will investigate the model-
free dynamic multichannel access methods for multiple
intelligent nodes without extra message interaction in the
heterogeneous wireless networks.
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